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Introduction
Residual analysis techniques, generically labeled Abnormal Performance Index (API) tests, have served as the primary experimental procedure in a wide variety of empirical financial accounting research studies.
Through various types of API calculations, investigators have observed the security price behavior which preceded and accompanied such events as stock splits, secondary distributions, annual earnings announcements, accounting changes, and earnings forecasts.' Other API studies have drawn inferences about the content of quarterly earnings reports, tax accounting procedures, depreciation methods, and product-line reporting.2 The range of interpretations has included the demonstration of statistically unusual behavior, the imputation of information content or relevance to investors, and the expression of investor preference for a particular accounting technique.
The discussion presented here attempts analytically to characterize the experimental design of API studies and to focus attention on the role of models of investor expectations. I address the questions of what constitutes an adequate model, what makes one model better than experiment informative and whether one experimental design is potentially more informative than another. The term "model" is used in the same sense that Blackwell employs "experimental design" and Marschak and Miyasawa (hereafter MM) use "information system." The terminology is intended to be consistent with the Marshall [1975] study, in which API tests are criticized through the construction of a hypothetical example in which the API performs poorly as an association metric. In an ensuing comment, Barefield, Foster, and Vickrey [1976] propose a sufficiency condition which remedies the deficiencies present in the Marshall example. It is interesting to note that Marshall both opens his original section entitled "Association and the API" and closes his reply (Marshall [1976] ) to the Barefield et al. comment with the statement that the term "association" has not been defined in the API context. The construction of such a definition is a central task of this study.
Section 2 introduces the concept of an unobservable variable (investor beliefs) and the necessary reliance on observable models or surrogates. In Section 3, various homogeneity issues are introduced, and in Section 4 I construct a set of sufficient conditions under which the API can provide a measure of information content. Section 5 presents a more detailed examination of the model evaluation association concept and supplies alternative sets of sufficient conditions for API measurement of relative model informativeness. Repeated reference is made to an API study of earnings announcements in order to exemplify various concepts and terms. The underlying analysis should be applicable to a wide variety of empirical accounting research topics and, at least in part, to other statistical techniques similar to Abnormal Performance Index residual tests.
Association: Information Content versus Model Evaluation
In an information-economics framework, investment information about a firm is defined as data whose receipt may alter a decision maker's 530 JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTING RESEARCH, AUTUMN 1979 probability distribution over future states of the world relevant to the utility of possessing a share of the firm's equity or debt. The use of security price analysis to detect information has led to an operational definition of information as any stochastic signal which may assume a realization such that the probability distributions of security returns conditioned upon the signal differ from the unconditional return distributions.3 However, this operational definition may obscure the basic conceptual point that prices are manifestations of investors' beliefs about the probability distributions of future states. Gonedes and Dopuch [1974] extensively detail conditions under which this linking of return distributions and investor beliefs is appropriate for information detection. The emphasis here is on the operational technique: when prices (an observable variable) change in a fashion unexplained by other observable events, we infer that investors' beliefs about future states (an inherently unobservable variable) have changed due to the receipt of information.4
Figure 1 displays the relationships under consideration. A realized state s E S serves as an input to the firm's financial accounting system a. The system -produces a signal 0 E 0 (e.g., an annual earnings report) which is provided to investors.5 I depict investors as maintaining a partition X = { xi, * * *, ,x } of the space 0 and as assessing a probability distrib P(.) over the events xi, *.., x,.6
Since investors' partitions and probability distributions are unobservable, I portray the researcher as constructing an observable model Y, which provides an algorithm for assigning the signal 0 to an element of the partition Y = { yl, * * ,Ym }. Finally, Z represents a generalized space of security prices or returns; Z encompasses transformations such as the various methods of computing return residuals (e.g., the Sharpe-Lintner market model) and the various additive or multiplicative aggregations of those residuals over a test period. Elements of Z will be denoted as the random variable i (s).7 ' Machlup [1966] presents an interesting discussion of operational and conceptual definitions and their implications for empirical testing.
'Two methods of controlling for the explanatory power of other events are commonly employed. First, the API analysis is conducted on residuals (obtained from the use of the market model, the capital asset pricing model, or control portfolios of randomly selected firms) in order to exclude market-wide events. In addition, most researchers exclude from their sample those firms which contemporaneously experienced other potentially informative events such as dividend announcements, stock splits, mergers, etc.
5 I could treat 6 as a random variable (i.e., a real-valued function of s) by considering e to be the real line. However, e can be any probability space, such as e = [accounting method change, no accounting method change), as in Ball [1972] .
6 A partition of e is a mutually exclusive, collectively exhaustive set of events {xi, x,}, in which each event xi is a subset of e. P(.) denotes the probability assigned to a discrete event; 4(.) denotes the probability density function of a continuous, real-valued random variable.
7 For the analysis in Section 4 and part of Section 5, i(s) will be treated as a continuous random variable. However, in set III of Section 5, a coarser partition of Z, (positive abnormal return, negative abnormal return}, will be used. In a test for information content, the researcher assumes that investors assess a probability distribution over possible X events, and he systematically attempts to determine whether there exist X events whose occurrence appears to alter the probability distribution of security returns. Since X events are not directly observable, the Y algorithm is used to model investors' partition of the signal space and to assign observed signals to particular events. The firm's return series is then examined to determine whether certain events coincide with changes in the return distribution.
The information content concept of association is thus defined as statistical dependence between i(s) and X events; the investigator tests for association or statistical dependence between the return probability distribution and events in investors' partition of the accounting signal space under study.'0 Such a test requires only a classificatory measurement scale; an API metric will be a suitable instrument if it takes on one of two values, a zero indicating independence (no association) and a nonzero indicating dependence. Section 4 presents conditions under which the API provides such a measurement.
MODEL EVALUATION
A model evaluation API analysis, of which the Beaver and Dukes [1972] interperiod tax allocation study is a good example, changes the object of the experiment. The researcher assumes that the accounting signal possesses information content and uses this assumption to compare the relative ability of competing models to represent unobservable investor beliefs. A specified security price event (e.g., a positive abnormal return) is taken as evidence that the signal realization fell within a particular X event (positive unexpected earnings). Through its API score, '( Statistical independence is typically defined either between discrete events or betwee random variables. As an intermediate step, we can define the random variable i and the partition X to be independent if, and only if, 0(i I x) = +(z) for every x E X. Alternatively we may define X to be a discrete indicator random variable denoting which x E X has occurred. Then we can consider independence between the two random variables i and X. 
Homogeneity and Terminology
Many of the sufficient conditions developed in succeeding sections deal in one way or another with assumptions of homogeneity, and it is convenient to group the assumptions into three classes.
A. Homogeneity across investors with regard to each firm: Investors' beliefs about X events are treated as though there were a single probability distribution for each firm. This simplifying assumption will be common to all sets of sufficient conditions and the analysis will not incorporate the growing number of theoretical models which explicitly consider heterogeneity of investors' beliefs.
B. Homogeneity of investor belief across firms: Possible diversity across firms in the partition X, in investors' probability distribution over the events in X, and in investors' conditional probability distribution over Z given the X realization, must be considered. Alternative sets of sufficient conditions making different assumptions in this regard are developed in Section 5.
C. Homogeneity of model effectiveness across firms: Model effectiveness is described in terms of joint and conditional distributions involving X and Y. While I generally wish to maintain the notion that "a model works with equal effectiveness on all firms in the sample," this assumption can be stated with varying levels of strictness.
The analysis considers a binary experiment; it assumes that the signal space 0 has been partitioned by investors into two events, x and Y (e.g., positive and negative unexpected earnings) and that all models assign signals to the two events y and 5-. This simplification is characteristic of many API studies and leads to simplified exposition and derivation.
However, some of the definitions, test criteria, and sufficient conditions would be significantly more complex if the number of X or Y events increased."l
In correspondence with MM terminology, define the following probability vectors and matrices (firms are indexed by k = 1, * , N):12 (2) (Xk Yk) P(Xk IYk) 1* k, the po E X k P ykXk) P(k lk) P(yk I Xk) P(Yk I Xk)] Ak, the likelihood mat Note necessary consistency conditions:
Aktrk = qk, where Akt is the transpose of Ak. (6) Relations 5 and 6 can be combined as:
[HkAkt -I]rk = 0, where I is an identity matrix and 0 is a zero vector. (7) With regard to the homogeneity of model effectiveness, the investigator may, for example, specify that the IHk matrix is homogeneous across firms, or he may strengthen the assumption to include homogeneity of Ak as well. A composite API score is compu API=JZ~ LkK+ -k Zk] (9) " Several recent studies (e.g., Gonedes [1978] , Beaver, Clarke, and Wright [1979] ) have demonstrated that a finer partition of the signal space can produce more than two X events with differential associated effects on firms' return distributions.
2 The partition labels have been chosen to be comparable to Marshall [1975] . For comparison to Marschak and Miyasawa [1968] , our X is replaced by a Z, and our Z events (price realizations) do not enter the MM analysis.
13 Equation (9) represents the generalized summation of abnormal returns or
In Section 5, I consider measures which compute separate API scores for the two subsets of the sample.
Tests of Information Content
Tests of information content examine the association between the random variable i(s) and events x in the partition of the signal space 0.
The null hypothesis of the test is statistical independence.
Hn: (i I x) = 4(i) forall xEX. (10) Most API analyses have concentrated on the first moment of the density function and have drawn the inference that: (1 where E (.) is the expectation operator. The following four assumptions are sufficient conditions for the API to serve as a classificatory measure of association, as defined by the inference in inequality (11).
Al. HOMOGENEOUS X BELIEFS
All investors agree on the partition Xk of the signal space and on the probability assigned to events Xk and X-k, for each k = 1, * , N.
A2. MODEL PROPERTIES
Model Yk assigns signals to the partition { Yk, Yk } such that:
A2.1. P(xk | Yk) > P(Xk) > P(Xk | yk), k = 1, * , N (1 labeling), A2.2. P(ik |X, y) = 0(ik I X), al x E Xk, y E Yk, k = 1, *.., N (surrogation).
A3. ZERO EXPECTED ABNORMAL RETURN E(,ik) = E (ik I Xk) P(Xk) + E (,k I X~k) P(Xk) , k =1***,N.
A4. CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION SIGN HOMOGENEITY
E(ik I Xk) is of the same sign for all firms k = 1, * Assumption Al allows one to consider investors as unanimously classifying signals into events (e.g., positive unexpected earnings) and as maintaining a common belief about the probability of these events. A2.1 asserts both that the model does discriminate between X events (i.e., gk and Yk are not independent) and that it is properly labeled for each firm.
In a binary system, A2.1 also implies:
A2.1 . P(Xk I yk) > P(xk) > P(x | Yk), k = 1, *.., N.
residuals across firms, in which the Y, event affects the sign attached to the Zk rea
In order to perform significance tests of the API score, various transformations of equation (9) Assumption A3 is stronger than necessary for tests of information content on two counts. In testing for (;i I X) # +(z), one need only be able to specify or estimate the marginal distribution +(i), rather than set its mean at zero. Further, a change in the mean of a distribution is a sufficient but not a necessary condition for a change in the distribution Marschak and Miyasawa [1968] refer to the condition where the columns of matrix each contain 1 one and m -1 zeros as perfect information. This is a special case of noiseless information, in which each row of A consists of 1 one and n -1 zeros. See Marschak and Miyasawa [1968, p. 143, n. 7] . In a binary system (m = n = 2), the conditions are equivalent.
15 In the Marschak and Miyasawa [1968] terminology, Y is a garbling of X.
16 Barefield et al. [1976, p. 174, n. 4] acknowledge this alternative representation of t sign-preserving condition.
Assumption A2.1 ensures that the bracketed probability term in equation (12) is strictly positive for all firms. Therefore, evidence that E (API) # 0 implies that there exists at least one firm for which E (zk I Xk) # and significance testing over a large sample would extend the inference of association between X and Z to the sample as a whole.
The derivation of equation (12) illustrates the sensitivity of API information content tests to the quality of the model of investor beliefs.
If the Y model is weak, that is, if P(x I y) -P(x) is small, the bracketed probability term approaches zero, and even situations in which E(i I x) is significantly different from zero may yield insignificant API scores, preventing the proper rejection of the null hypothesis.
On the other hand, in A2.2 we assume that Y events are not related to signals other than the 0 E 0 partitioned by X, thereby allowing the substitution:
E(ilx,y) = E(ilx). (13 The fact that Al through A4 are sufficient rather than necessary conditions for the implication given in (11) is apparent. For example, A4 assumes a common sign for E (Ek I Xk), although any "cancelling out" which might occur if the sign of E (zk I Xk) varied across firms would not invalidate the implication in (11), but merely reduce the power of the API as a test of the null hypothesis. Similarly, demonstration that E (zk I Xk) # E (;ik) is a sufficient but not necessary condition for 4(ik I # k(ik). That is, X events may substantially alter the +(i) distribution in a manner which leaves its expectation unchanged. Nevertheless, the assumptions of homogeneous X beliefs, a proper model, zero marginal expected abnormal return, and sign homogeneity of the conditional expected abnormal return seem to be consistent with the spirit of most API studies and permit the use of the API as a measure of the information content association concept.
Model Evaluation
In model evaluation API studies, the investigator seeks to infer whether one model of investor beliefs is superior to another. The goal of this section is the development of sets of sufficient conditions under which API "scores" can rank models according to a researcher's preferences. In 18 See especially Gonedes [1978] for a discussion of this phenomenon and tests of th marginal and joint information content of earnings, dividends, and extraordinary items. addition, I show that different sets of sufficient conditions imply different experimental, designs or calculations.
The Blackwell [1951; 1953] and Marschak and Miyasawa [1968] analyses relate the statistical properties of models or experimental designs to a partial ordering of models by researcher preference. The researcher is depicted as a decision maker who must choose an action and who will receive a payoff which depends both on the action chosen and on the realization of the X event.1" The X event is not directly observable at the decision point, but the researcher may choose among various models which are stochastically related to X, and he engages in a model evaluation API analysis of security returns in order to identify a superior model.
I assume that the researcher will rank model Ya superior to model Yb if the use of Ya (as an aid in action choice) leads to an expected utility which is greater than or equal to the expected utility attainable with Yb.
This procedure is entirely analogous to the selection of an estimation technique which minimizes mean-squared error. In that case, the investigator prefers an estimator which maximizes his expected utility in situations where his action is the estimation of a parameter and his payoff will be reduced by an amount proportional to the squared error of 20 The MM analysis considers all payoff functions for which the partition [x, x-] is payoffadequate, where a payoff-adequate partition is a subpartition of a payoff-relevant partition.
However, a dichotomous partition is a subpartition only of the sample space as a whole.
21 Marschak and Miyasawa [1968, theorem 10.2] . Theorem 10.2 follows from theorems 10.1 and 9.8 and recognition that in a binary system, the columns of H will be linearly independent except in the case of a totally noninformative model, i.e., P(xly) = P(x) = Condition K allows one to rank models either by directly comparing elements of their H matrices or by analyzing the models' relationships with security price behavior in a manner which implies the comparisons in (14a) and (14b).22 An immediate first step, common to all the sufficient condition sets which follow, is the assumption that each firm represents a drawing from the same H matrix. Assumption A2 is therefore strengthened to include H homogeneity. As indicated in figure 1, model evaluation API studies use security price behavior in order to draw inferences about the association between observable Y events and unobservable X events. Therefore we must assume that, in some way, observable security prices are related to X events.
A5. X-RELEVANT ABNORMAL RETURNS E(ikIxk)>O. k=1, ..,N.
A5 states that X events do possess information content; it assumes that the null hypothesis in (10) is false.25 While A5 is presented as a sufficient condition, and will later be stated in a different form, it seems that some type of X-relevance of security returns is necessary for model evaluation tests. One either assumes that a Y model is valid and uses it to test for security price association with X events (information content), or one assumes that security returns are associated with X events and tests the 22 Condition K allows a partial ordering, in the sense that two models may exist for which one but not both of (14a) and (14b) are satisfied. To test whether a single model Y, is "valid," consider Yb to be the null or noninformative model with P(x Iy) = P(x) = P(x I 23 The notation of A2.2* uses the indicator random variables X and Y defined in n. 24 The investigator may wish to extend this assumption to include both identically a independently distributed conditional X events or to make specific allowance for assumed interfirm dependencies, in performing significance tests. ability of a model to "match up" to the X events which observed price changes have instrumentally categorized.
I now construct three alternative sets of sufficient conditions under which the API provides an ordinal measure of model superiority, or X-Y association. The sets differ with respect to interfirm homogeneity, either of investor belief or model effectiveness; each set implies different API computations in order to produce the condition K comparisons.
Set I
To assumptions Al, A2*, A3, and A5, append assumption A6*. A6.2* f P(yaj X) P(Y. I -); |U P(yb X) = P(Yb I X).
When A6.1* is combined with A2*, the investigator has assumed that, for each model, both the posterior matrix and the likelihood matrix do not vary across firms. While these conditions do not appear overly restrictive in themselves, their joint effect is to fix the rk vector (the prior probability of X events) at a common value for all firms, through the consistency relation (7).26 A6.2* states further that a model's likelihood of generating the "correct" signal is the same for both events, x and Y.
Assumption-set I allows the use of the composite API defined by equations (8) and (9). Composite scores API,1 and APIb are constructed for each model, and the expected value of their difference can be derived from equation (12): 2 N E(APIa) -E(APIb) = E ki E(ik I Xk)P(Xk)
[P(y0 I x) + P(Ya | x) -P(yb I X) -P(Yb | X)] (15) 4 N = N Zi E(ih I Xk)P(Xk)[P(ya I x) -P(yb I X)].
Assumption A5 puts a common positive sign on the conditional expectation of ik, and A6.1* equates each model's A probabilities across firms.
r P(ya X) > P(yb x) (16a)
It is easy to demonstrate that (16a) and (16b) imply condition K, and therefore:27 E(APIa) > E(APIb) Ya > Yb. (17) Thus, the additional assumptions of X-relevant abnormal returns and strong model homogeneity are sufficient for the composite API to provide a ranking of models by a very general form of researcher preference.
A6.2* is motivated by the existence of examples for which, in the absence of A6.2*, the expected composite API difference in equation (15) is positive, but only one of the two inequalities of condition K is satisfied.28
In set II, the strong model homogeneity condition is partially relaxed, but in return a stronger form of interfirm return distribution homogeneity must be assumed. These changes motivate a different API computation.
Set II
To assumptions Al, A2*, and A3, append assumptions A5* and A6. (19) to be represented as the expected value of the average of a random number of drawings from a common distribution. Given event ya, i will be drawn from 0(i I x) with probability P(x I ya), or from 0(i I X-) with probability (Pz-I ya). The random nature of Na+ and Nb+ can be ignored in taking expectations, and the expected value of the average of any number of drawings in Ka+, for example, is given by:
The expected value of the difference in API scores then reduces to:
By a completely symmetric derivation, one obtains:
Thus, if we compare separately the expected values of the API+ and API-scores of two competing models and find superiority in both regions, assumption-set II allows the inference of researcher preference:
and Ya > Yb. (22) E(APIa-) > E(APIjb)
In passing from set I to set II, the investigator exchanges homogeneity A5.2** P(i>Olx) >P(i>Olx-).
A5. 1** is a relaxation of A5.1 * in that it requires homogeneity only of the conditional probability of a positive abnormal return, rather than homogeneity of the entire conditional abnormal return distribution.
A5.2** is similar to A5.2*; it assumes that a positive abnormal return is more likely given an x event (positive unexpected earnings) than given an x event. A5.2** assumes, in essence, that the probability of a "misleading" abnormal return is small, and A5.1** equates the probability of this type of binary measurement error across firms.
Consider a comparison of the relative frequencies with which two competing models correctly classify the signs of abnormal returns, as suggested by the matrices in figure 2.
The expected relative frequency of correct classification of positive abnormal returns by model Ya is given by:
The expected differences in relative frequency of correct classification by competing models in each region are given by:
For examples of such standardization procedures, see Gonedes, Dopuc [1976] or Patell [1976] . A5* * ensures that the rightmost bracketed terms are positive and equal for all firms. Therefore, comparison of the relative frequencies with which two models have correctly classified the direction of abnormal price change (i.e., separate comparison of the corresponding columns of the classification matrices in fig. 2 ) may reveal whether one model is uniformly preferable.
and Ya > Yb.
Examination of the binary classification matrices in figure 2, coupled with an insight noted by Beaver and Dukes [1972] , highlights a potential weakness of model evaluation API studies. Whether we compare the magnitudes of API scores, as in equations (15) or (21), or the relative frequencies of correct classification, as in equation (24), the observed differences between models derive solely from those firms for which the models disagree about which x event occurred; the only relevant obser- compares the relative X-Y association of two competing models by examining the cases in which they disagree. Unfortunately, these observations may form a small fraction of the total sample, and they may consist of exactly those firms for which homogeneity assumptions, either of model effectiveness or of conditional return probabilities, may be tenuous.32 Further, condition K requires model superiority in both disagreement events D' and D2 in order to infer researcher preference. partitions. In either case, the problem of constructing expectation models of equivalent effectiveness for each system must be solved in order to ensure that the system deemed inferior is not merely the victim of a poorly specified model of investors' beliefs.
The two definitions of association discussed here are not the only ways in which the concept could be considered, and different definitions would lead to different sufficient conditions and different measurement techniques. In particular, the model evaluation criterion is very strong, and it is possible that many sets of competing models could not be completely ordered according to the criterion through security price analysis. However, the conditions developed here appear to be consistent with the methodology and inferences of prior API studies, and they make explicit those assumptions which have served as an implicit framework for much of the extant empirical research in financial accounting. 
Nk=1
To show that the bracketed probability term must be positive, note:
A2.1 (> -' )> PP(x) P(y x) > P(y).
